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Abstract : 
 
Hydrodynamic Ocean Circulation Models and Lagrangian particle tracking models are valuable tools 
e.g. in coastal ecology to identify the connectivity between offshore spawning and coastal nursery areas 
of commercially important fish, for risk assessment and more for defining or evaluating marine protected 
areas. Most studies are based on only one model and do not provide levels of uncertainty. Here this 
uncertainty was addressed by applying a suite of 11 North Sea models to test what variability can be 
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expected concerning connectivity. Different notional test cases were calculated related to three 
important and well-studied North Sea fish species: herring (Clupea harengus), and the flatfishes sole 
(Solea solea) and plaice (Pleuronectes platessa). For sole and plaice we determined which fraction of 
particles released in the respective spawning areas would reach a coastal marine protected area. For 
herring we determined the fraction located in a wind park after a predefined time span. As temperature 
is more and more a focus especially in biological and global change studies, furthermore inter-model 
variability in temperatures experienced by the virtual particles was determined. The main focus was on 
the transport variability originating from the physical models and thus biological behavior was not 
included. Depending on the scenario, median experienced temperatures differed by 3 °C between 
years. This range between the different models in one year was comparable to the temperature range 
observed between all modelled years. Connectivity between flatfish spawning areas and the coastal 
protected area was highly dependent on the release location and spawning time. No particles released 
in the English Channel in the sole scenario reached the protected area while up to 20% of the particles 
released in the plaice scenario did. Interannual trends in transport directions and connectivity rates were 
comparable between models but absolute values displayed high variations. Most models showed 
systematic biases during all years in comparison to the ensemble median, indicating that in general 
interannual variation was represented but absolute values varied. In conclusion: variability between 
models is generally high and management decisions or scientific analysis using absolute values from 
only one single model might be biased and results or conclusions drawn from such studies need to be 
treated with caution. We further concluded that more true validation data for particle modelling are 
required. 

 

Highlights 

► A suite of ocean circulation and Lagrangian models were compared to determine inter-model 
uncertainty and variation. ► Absolute results (final positions, temperatures, fraction of particles reaching 
certain areas) varied between models, but trends between years were comparable. ► More plaice 
larvae than sole larvae reached a marine protected area although released in the same area but in 
different times of the year. ► About 10% of all herring larvae released in the southern North Sea were 
located in a wind-park area when becoming juvenile 

 

Keywords : Ocean circulation, Lagrangian approach, Variability, Marine protected areas, Renewable 
energy, Wind park, Model intercomparison, Ensemble 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Major questions in marine biology and habitat conservation have always been: where 

do species come from, where do they go to, how are marine habitats, nurseries and 

spawning areas connected, how do environmental factors influence marine animals 

and what kind of environment do different species experience (e.g. Caley, 1996; 

Christensen et al., 2008; Siegel et al., 2008; Jakobsen et al., 2009). In oceanography, 

marine chemistry and risk assessment, the tracing of water masses, chemicals, 

pollutants, lost cargo or castaways has motivated the development and improvement 

of ocean circulation models (OCMs) (Hackett et al., 2006). Indeed, these models are 

vital to understand complex environments where observations are scarce, available 

samples are patchily distributed, sampling is too expensive or other tools and methods 

are simply not existent. Thus OCMs and especially Lagrangian particle tracking 

modules linked to the OCMs have become more and more used in marine and larval 

biology since the earliest model drift studies performed e.g. by Bartsch et al. (1989) or 

later Heath et al. (1997) and van der Veer et al. (1998). Where larvae in these early 

approaches have been treated generally as “passive“ particles different shades of 

complexity have since then been included and now mimic behavior like selective tidal 

transport or stage related vertical distribution pattern (Fox et al. 2006, van der Molenet 

al. 2007; Bolle et al., 2009; Savina et al., 2010; Lacroix et al., 2013), physiology 

(Daewel et al., 2008; Kühn et al., 2008; Fiksen and Jørgensen, 2011; Daewel et al., 

2011a,b) or mortality (see review by Peck & Hufnagl, 2012). With respect to the 

connectivity criterion of marine protected areas, OCMs and Lagrangian models have 

recently been used to also advice spatial planning and management in different 

regions (Delpeche-Ellmann and Soomere, 2013; Munroe et al., 2014; Engie and 

Klinger, 2007; Koeck et al., 2015). Coastal and shallow areas, are often used by 

several species as juvenile nursery area while eggs are generally spawned further 

offshore or in different locations. There is a general interest in understanding how many 

eggs or larvae are able to reach these coastal nurseries, which would provide valuable 

information to understand recruitment variability and ecosystem functioning.  

Due to overfishing of certain stocks and the increasing anthropogenic influence on the 

ecosystem, several conservation zones, national parks and protected areas have been 

established in the past (Habitats Directive, 92/43/EEC from 21 May 1991). The largest 

one in the North Sea is related to fishing activities: the so called “plaice box” (Fig. 1). 
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This area was established in 1989 (Pastoors et al., 2000) and closed to larger fishing 

vessels. The main aim of the “plaice box” was to protect flatfish nurseries and juvenile 

areas, although the benefits have been discussed controversially in the past (see 

Beare et al., 2010 and references therein).  

Recently, the increasing number of areas designated to offshore wind energy 

generation has challenged marine spatial planners (Douvere and Ehler, 2009; 

Berkenhagen et al., 2010; Jacques et al., 2011) and the influence of introducing new 

concrete habitats and closing the designated areas to fishing activity is currently 

examined concerning the ecological and economic consequences (Boehlert and Gill, 

2010; Lindeboom et al., 2011). Fish might get attracted by those areas or remain in 

their close proximity as soon as they pass them. Thus they would be protected as no 

fishing is allowed inside these areas. Additionally benthic invertebrates might settle on 

the hard substrates as soon as they reach the concrete structures. The amount of spat, 

eggs and larvae transported to and from these wind farms can so far best be analyzed 

taking the currents around these structures into account. 

For the North Sea several OCMs which are suitable for such studies exist (a collection 

of those used in this study and the respective literature is summarized in Table 1). 

Some of these models have been developed independently, while some are related 

and were built upon originally similar equations, parameterizations and grid structures. 

However, the latter have with time diverged, as the focus of research changed and the 

models were used to investigate different questions. Thus diversity among models is 

high, as is the system they are used in and the questions they address. Each of the 

models performs reasonably well, covers the important dynamics on a seasonal, 

interannual and regional scale, as shown by the validation procedures presented in the 

respective model literature (see Table 1 and supplementary). From an oceanographic 

point of view, field temperatures, salinity data, heat fluxes at the air water boundary 

and water fluxes through certain areas (e.g. from current measurements Lane et al., 

1999) have been used to validate OCMs (see references in Table 1). Comparing 

modelled drift routes with observations is generally more difficult than comparing the 

OCM derived fluxes or temperatures as specific field measurement are lacking against 

which results can be compared. Sub surface Argo floats mainly represent the 

combined effect of wind and surface currents and also show high variability in observed 

trajectories (Hill et al., 2008; Tiessen et al., 2014). In model drift studies generally 
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several thousand particles are released while in reality experiments are restricted to 

much smaller numbers, although the observed diversity of routes taken by the buoys 

indicates that many more floats would be needed for a representative analysis. The 

case becomes even more complicated when “biological particles” like chlorophyll, 

plankton or fish are considered as they are influenced by an amalgam of behaviour, 

predator-, prey- and physical environment related factors (e.g. review by Peck and 

Hufnagl, 2012). Despite the uncertainties and difficulties in comparing field with model 

data the modelled distributions of any kind - estimated with those North Sea models 

used here - often provided reasonable results in comparison to field observations. This 

has been demonstrated e.g. between otoliths and model based growth and transport 

(Allain et al., 2003), timing of abundance maxima of fish larvae (Bolle et al., 2009) and 

year-to-year variability (Lacroix et al., 2016), modelled and observed distribution of 

plaice larvae (Hufnagl et al., 2013) or drift of buoys (Tiessen et al., 2014).  

Where observation data are scarce further information on model performance can be 

gained from cross-comparisons with other models. Inter-model comparisons for 

different North Sea hydrodynamic models have been conducted in the past. Using a 

2D approach Callies et al. (2011) compared four different OCMs in the German Bight 

indicating a substantial variability in drift routes between the different models, but also 

underlining the need for ensemble runs to address and identify causes and processes 

leading to these differences. Within the NOMADS and NOMADS 2 project nine 

different OCMs were compared (Delhez et al., 2004). Within the NOMADS studies, it 

was tried to achieve a higher comparability between models by applying similar forcing 

data, similar boundary conditions, similar heat flux formulations, similar river inflows 

etc. This approach could be challenged as each model is used, validated and 

programmed in a way that it performs best with the used input data and settings. Any 

change in the normally used conditions might lead to unforeseen model instabilities or 

changes in previously observed patterns. Within the NOMADS projects trajectories 

from a number of release studies, flows through predefined sections as well as mean 

salinities and temperatures were calculated, compared and analyzed (Delhez et al., 

2004). Although the response of the different models to changes in forcing conditions 

(like reduced heat flux, increased bottom drag etc.) were comparable, the results 

showed a high degree of inter-model variability, which could not be further assigned to 

single factors or parameterizations. The extent of variability that resulted from the 

modification of the original settings was not determined.  
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The unaddressed uncertainty and the observed deviation of the results obtained from 

different models raises the concern about the reliability of the advice that can be given 

based on these models. So far North Sea hydrodynamic model comparison studies 

were designed to identify differences between models and to learn about the influence 

of different parameterizations on the hydrodynamic properties. For example in the 

NOMADS study, other than the standard model-specific boundary conditions and 

forcing data sets were applied. The obtained results thus do not tell us anything about 

the variability that can be expected when the OCMs are used with their standard (best 

practice) settings. No confidence limits or uncertainty ranges can be provided when 

applying those models for advising spatial planning or examining connectivity patterns. 

To address this issue we designed a set of simplified notional scenarios where we 

started virtual fish larvae in their known spawning areas and calculated the fraction of 

juveniles that might settle in a marine protected area (plaice and sole and the plaice 

box) or that might reach areas designated for wind energy use (herring).  

The main aim of this study was to enumerate the order of magnitude of variability 

resulting from choosing different physical models. To not complicate and overload the 

study we neglected biological behavior of the drifters. The authors are aware that this 

is an oversimplification of reality and not state of the art in biological drift studies. 

Conclusions drawn from this study which are related to the biology of the three test 

species are thus limited. Nevertheless, we considered it to be more valuable and 

informative for the reader relating the test scenarios to “real” test cases than simply 

running different scenarios without any biological background. 

The clupeid Herring (Clupea harengus), North Sea plaice (Pleuronectes platessa) and 

sole (Solea solea) were chosen as model species in our analysis due to their 

commercial importance, their complex habitat structuring and the wealth of field and 

laboratory data. Plaice and sole require coastal areas as nurseries located within the 

plaice box (Zijlstra, 1972; van der Veer, 1986; Beverton, 1995; Iles and Beverton, 

2000). Juvenile and adult herring can form large schools, which are patchy distributed 

across the North Sea. Juveniles (age 0 to 1) generally show a higher abundance in the 

South (ICES HAWG, 2015) and might thus remain in wind park areas as soon as their 

swimming capacity is high enough to overcome the water currents. There they might 

find better feeding conditions due to increased productivity inside the park (Leonhard 

and Pedersen, 2006).  
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As stated before, the aim of this study was to investigate the variability of the results 

obtained from a suite of North Sea drift models with regard to habitat connectivity, 

drifter locations and dispersal of drifters. We applied the different models to simulate 

passive transport (no behavior) of drifters started in plaice and sole spawning locations 

and their chance to reach a marine protected area located around the coastal nurseries 

of these two species. Furthermore, we tested which fraction of drifters released in two 

herring spawning areas (Banks or Downs)  would be located in an offshore wind park 

at a time where juvenile herring start schooling.    
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2. MATERIALS & METHODS 

In this study, we compared 11 different North Sea ocean circulation models (OCMs). 

Eight models resolved, besides longitude and latitude, also depth (3D, Table 1: lines 

1, 4-10, 12) while four models integrated the vertical structure to one depth layer (2D, 

Table 1: lines 2, 3, 11, 13). One of the latter models was a “true” 2D model (Table 1: 

line 3) while the other three (2, 1, 13) were based on a 3D hydrodynamic model where 

lateral exchange was averaged vertically to generate a 2D input forcing field for the 

attached Lagrangian tracer module (Table 1: 2, 11, 13). One model: HAMSOM (Table 

1: 8, 10-12), was used in four different versions defined by different spatial resolutions 

and model settings.  

Eight different Lagrangian drift modules (LDMs) were applied. These were forced with 

the velocity data obtained from the OCM and time steps ranging from one day (Table 

1: 8, 10, 12) to less than 2 min (Table 1: 1) or less.  

 

2.1. Models 

The OCMs covered the whole or at least parts of the North Sea (Fig. 2). In some cases 

also parts of the North Atlantic and/or the Baltic Sea were included besides the North 

Sea. General configurations, settings, resolutions and boundary forcing/settings are 

listed in Table 1. Additional information describing the models is provided as 

supplementary material. All used OCMs calculate water currents and flows based on 

a fixed grid structure. The format of this structure varies and can either consist of a 

spherical grid oriented along latitudes and longitudes (e.g. Table 1: 1-2, 5-13), a tilted 

grid with its center in the focus area (Table 1: 4), an unstructured grid (Table 1: 3) or 

gridlines that follow topographical structures (Table 1: 1, 4). Lagrangian movement of 

particles was determined in discrete time steps and positions were updated using the 

velocities determined by the OCM for the neighboring or closest grid nodes. Different 

approaches were followed in the LDMs to calculate and follow the positions of passive 

particles released along the preset start transects (see Fig. 1, descriptions given in the 

next section). Due to historical developments, each hydrodynamic model generally has 

a LDM counterpart, which has especially been developed and validated for that specific 

hydrodynamic model. The PELETS tracer model (Callies et al., 2011) forms an 

exception as it uses 2D (e.g. vertically averaged) OCM outputs of various different 
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models (BSHcmod, HAMSOM, TRIM, TELEMAC). For the HAMSOM (in two different 

resolutions) and the ECOHAM OCM the same  LDM was used, which allows for 

comparison of the transport solely depending on the OCM settings. For all remaining 

models (DELFT3d, ECOSMO, GETM, LARVAE&CO, MARS3D, NORWECOM) 

individually different LDMs were used. More detailed descriptions of the OCMs and is 

provided in the supplementary material. 

 

2.2 Drift simulations, settings 

To make the test scenarios more realistic, the start locations, start times and drift 

durations were chosen to match important spawning locations and times of sole, plaice 

and herring. Sole spawn in coastal shallow areas in the southern North Sea during late 

spring (Lacroix et al., 2016 and ref. therein). Plaice spawn between late December and 

April in the southern North Sea (literature summarized in Bolle et al., 2009 or Hufnagl 

et al., 2013). 

Herring is a demersal batch spawner (Geffen, 2009), in contrast to plaice and sole 

which are pelagic spawners. The North Sea herring population contains several 

subcomponents, which spawn in distinct areas along the UK coast (Schmidt et al., 

2009) and later mix in the North Sea. The spawning season of the autumn and winter 

spawner components starts in August around the Orkney and Shetland Islands and 

ends in late December early January for the Downs component in the English Channel.  

Each simulated drift scenarios consisted of a combination of start time, start location 

and drift duration chosen according to the species-specific life cycles characteristics 

as outlined below.  

All results were based on passive drift only meaning that no behavior of the particles 

was included. 

2.2.1 Start transects 

Scenarios were spatially restricted to the southern North Sea to obtain the area 

covered best by all OCMs (Fig. 2). Model fish eggs and larvae (from now on called 

particles) were released on seven different predefined transects (Fig. 1, Table 3). On 

each transect 50 000 particles were released randomly at the start of each scenario 

run over all depth strata along the scenario transect. Sensitivity studies (shifting the 

start transect and the start times) and sub sampling of end positions (both not 
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presented here) showed that all metrics that were analyzed here could be determined 

with high accuracy using 50 000 particles.  

Spawning areas of sole were represented by transects T1, T2, T3, T4 and T7, those 

of herring by transects T1, T2, and T6 and those of plaice by all transects, respectively. 

To avoid problems concerning different bathymetry settings in the different models, all 

transects always ended at the first land point of each hydrodynamic model and not at 

a fixed latitude or longitude (Fig. 1, Table 2). 

 

2.2.2 Start dates and drift duration  

Start dates, drift durations, transect definitions etc. are described in Table 3.Total drift 

duration was set constant in all scenarios to solely focus on current and drift variability 

and was related to the larval development rates at average temperatures experienced 

during the early life stage following Bolle et al. (2009) for plaice (90 days) and Lacroix 

et al. (2016) for sole (60 days). Plaice spawning times are slightly different in the North 

Sea and thus plaice particles were started on day 1 in the English Channel (T1, T2), 

on day 45 on T3 and T4 and on day 73 in the southern North Sea (T5-T7). Scenarios 

representing herring ended in February where autumn spawned juveniles had reached 

a size of approximately 30-35 mm (Hufnagl et al., 2014) enabling them to swim with 

speeds of 0.1 m·s-1 (Munk and Kiørboe, 1985), which is in the order of current speeds 

observed in the North Sea (Bartsch, 1993) and where they start schooling (35-40 mm, 

Gallego and Heath, 1994). February is also the time where juvenile herring are 

sampled by the surrounding North Sea states in an international survey (IBTS MIK 

survey). Downs herring spawning in the English Channel display a spawning peak in 

early January and therefore calendar day 1 was chosen as start day. Banks herring, 

here represented by Transect 6, spawn in autumn and were therefore started on 

calendar day 257 of the previous simulation year.   

 

2.2.3 Start years 

Simulation years were chosen based upon observed average temperatures and NAO-

indices (Hurrel, 1995 and supplementary material). The NAO is well correlated to 

hydrodynamic conditions in the North Sea. Years with a positive index are 

characterized by increased water circulation (Siegsmund and Schrum, 2001), higher 
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wind speeds and warmer temperatures (Hurrel, 1995). Years with a negative NAO are 

generally colder and less windy. Differences in circulation patterns and temperatures 

were expected to occur between years with strongly differing NAO. Four different years 

(1996, 1998, 2002, 2005) were used in the simulations representing the highest 

possible variability concerning the NAO index and water temperature anomalies within 

the period restricted by the availability of the OCM outputs and setups (generally 1990-

2006). The year 1996 represented a cold (0.5°C colder than the long-term average) 

year with negative NAO index (-0.1), 1998 a warm (+1°C) neutral NAO index (0.05), 

2002 and 2005 warm (+1.5, +1.3°C) and positive (0.4) or negative (-0.1) NAO index, 

respectively. NAO index and temperature anomalies were obtained from 

www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov.  

Following the previously described settings, in total 60 scenarios were calculated (15 

scenarios per year x 4 years).  

 

2.2.4 Missing data sets 

Not all models were available for all years and all areas. BSHcmod hydrodynamic 

model forcing for the LDM was not available for years before 2000 and therefore 

BSHcmod-PELETS could not be used for the 1996 and 1998 scenarios. DELFT3D 

model runs were not available for 1995 and therefore the herring run that started in 

1995 and ended in 1996 could not be calculated, similarly to the MARS3D model runs. 

The domain of the HAMSOM 3 km version ended at 51°N and therefore scenarios 

using T1 and T2 could not be calculated. With the LARVAE&CO and the GETM 

models, HeT6 scenarios were not calculated as with the current LDM set up starting a 

model run in a year different from the end year was not available. Also for the specific 

version of GETM no SoT7 runs were available. TELEMAC forcing data ended in 2002 

and therefore 2005 scenarios were not included. Additionally, transects T1 and T2 

were not calculated with TELEMAC-PELETS as forcing data for the area south of 51° 

north were not available, in addition no temperatures were provided for this model.  

 

2.3. Model output and comparisons 

Scenarios were chosen to match comparable approaches one might use in a spatial 

management and advice processes. Here pelagic drift duration and start points were 
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based on spawning times and drift durations of the larval stages of commercially 

important species. We analyzed what fractions of the two flatfish species released in 

known spawning areas would reach a marine protected nursery area. Furthermore, we 

determined which fraction of herring juveniles that hatched in the Downs or Banks area 

would be located in planned wind park areas. 

In addition, the ranges of determined positions at the ends of all drift scenarios and the 

mean temperatures experienced during the drift phases was analyzed. By combining 

the end positions obtained from all OCM-LDM combinations applied in one scenario 

ensemble maps were provided indicating the most likely or unlikely positions of 

particles at the end of each scenario.  

In total 780 model x scenario combinations were possible based on 4 years, 15 

scenarios and 13 OCMs-LDMs. However, not all models covered all areas and years 

as described before. Only some selected example runs are provided in this manuscript. 

To visualize the behavior of the models in different areas of the North Sea and during 

different seasons, three scenarios were chosen: HeT6 (Banks herring autumn spawner 

starting in Sep. and drifting until Feb.), PlT2 (plaice Eastern English Channel, starting 

in Jan. and drifting until Apr. 1st) and SoT7 (sole German Bight, starting in May and 

drifting until July). Where possible and feasible all results of all scenarios are shown. 

These three scenarios were chosen as they cover most areas, start times and drift 

durations.  

 

2.4 Ensemble based on all models 

Final particle positions obtained from all LDMs were combined to obtain ensemble 

distributions for the selected scenarios. Particle densities were determined by 

summing up all final positions obtained from the 13 OCMs-LDMs. An underlying 

regular grid of 0.1° x 0.1° was applied. Results of each model were normalized by the 

total number of particles initialized (13 x 50 000) minus the number of particles that left 

the model domain. The latter were not included in any of the analysis. For all 3D OCMs-

LDMs the particle positions were reduced to 2D, neglecting depth, and all results were 

plotted by longitude and latitude only. 
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2.5 Particle distributions and boxplots per scenario, year and model 

Variability of end positions and temperature experienced by the particles were 

analyzed using boxplots. All boxplots shown in the manuscript indicate the 25, 50 

(median) and 75 percentiles and were calculated based on the entity of all particle 

locations per model, year and scenario except those that left the model domain. In 

addition to the longitude and latitude boxplots the respective percentiles for the 

average temperature experienced by a particle in the respective scenario was 

calculated. 

 

2.6 Fraction of particles that reach the plaice box or wind park areas  

The plaice box covers the coastal areas along The Netherlands, Germany and 

Denmark (Fig. 1). Wind parks areas were located further offshore (Fig. 1). For 

scenarios representing plaice and sole the fraction of all released particles that reach 

the plaice box was determined. For herring scenarios, the fractions of particles ending 

in planned, authorized or fully commissioned wind park areas (www.4coffshore.com) 

were calculated.  

 

2.7 Model clustering 

Metrics were defined that characterize the particle distribution to be able to identify 

which models provide comparable results and to identify potential factors that 

determine the variability between models. These metrics referred to the entity of the 

end-positions of all particles per scenario and could be defined and described by 

different parameters, like for example the center of the kernel (mean latitude and mean 

longitude position) or the shape of it. These properties will be referred to here as kernel 

statistics or kernel parameters. 

For each scenario - at the end of each simulation - the following set of variables was 

saved for each particle: [1] used model, [2] scenario, [3] start longitude, [4] start 

latitude, [5] end longitude, [6] end latitude. As stated earlier temperature becomes 

more and more important especially in climate related studies, therefore [7] mean 

water temperature experienced during drift was added. To get an indication on the 
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general water depth and vertical dispersion of the particles also [8] mean water depth 

during the drift was added. The end positions were used to calculate kernel statistics 

following largely Huret et al. (2010). From this analysis we obtained 12 parameters: [1] 

mean longitude, [2] mean latitude, [3] major axis length of the kernel (longest extension 

of the ellipse of end positions), [4] minor axis length of the kernel (shortest extension 

of the ellipse), [5] theta: the tilt angle of the kernels’ major axis, [6] distance between 

mean start and mean end position, [7] angle between mean start and mean end 

position, [8] positive area, [9]. equivalent area, [10] coefficient of variation in density, 

[11] mean (over all particles) of mean temperature experienced along the drift route 

and [12] mean (all particles) of mean (over drift route) experienced depth.  

Based on the kernel parameters a cluster analysis was processed analyzing the model 

effect. The clusters were calculated using inner squared distance (minimum variance 

algorithm) based on the Euclidean distances. The results are dendrograms that 

showed the grade of similarity between the used models. 
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3. RESULTS 

3.1. Ensemble distributions 

Differences in the extent of dispersal and retention between years and between 

scenarios were determined (Figure 3). For a given scenario, the mean end location 

(center of mass indicated by the red dot and calculated based on all particles from all 

models in Figure 3) displayed significant variability between different years. 

Particles representing plaice and starting in January in the eastern English Channel 

(the SW entrance to the North Sea: scenario PlT2) were transported within the 90 days 

enduring drift time mainly towards the east. In April the majority of particles (centers of 

masses) were located in the northern part of the Southern Bight (the prolongation of 

the English Channel) at approximately 53° N in the years 1996, 1998 and 2002. For 

these three years the ensemble distribution patterns were comparable. In contrast to 

these patterns the center of mass was located close to the release transect in 2005 

and a larger fraction was transported towards the west into the English Channel. In 

1996 and 2005 the majority of particles was transported towards the central North Sea. 

In 1998 and 2002 more particles were located close to the shore at the end of the drift 

period (Figure 3).  

Herring scenario HeT6 included particles released on transect 6 (western North Sea, 

UK coast) in September and transported passively for 146 days. This scenario roughly 

represented spawning areas and times of Banks herring. Strong interannual 

differences were observed. In February 1996 - at the end of the drift period - most of 

the particles were located close to the release area in the western North Sea. In 1998 

and 2002 the majority of the particles were transported towards the eastern North Sea, 

the Danish coast and the Skagerrak (eastern connection between the North and Baltic 

Sea) and the center of mass was located at about 4°E. In 2005 particles were 

dispersed strongest and were spread over the German Bight and along the southern 

Norwegian coast (Figure 3).  

Sole larvae were modeled in scenarios using transects T1, T2, T3, T4 and T7. For 

transect T7 (scenario S0T7), particles started in May and ended in July. In all years 

sole particles were retained close to the release transect in the German Bight, but 

dispersed strongest in the year 2002 (Figure 3). In contrast to HeT6 the particles in 

SoT7 were retained most in the year 2005. 
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3.2 End positions per scenario, year and model 

Mean end positions obtained from the different models for the PlT2, HeT6 and SoT7 

scenarios and the four different years were in general agreement but a significant inter-

model variability existed (Figure 4). Particles released in scenario PlT2 were 

transported into the North Sea in the years 1996, 1998 and 2002 in all models except 

MARS3D. Particles were transported the furthest northeast applying the TRIM-

PELETS, the NORWECOM and the LARVAE&CO model. Within the PlT2-2005 

(Figure 4d) scenario the deviation of the obtained mean end-points was highest 

between all models. In the MARS3D, LARVAE&CO and BSHcmod-PELETS model 

scenarios particles were transported westwards into the English Channel, in the 

HAMSOM-PELETS, DELFT3D and ECOSMO runs particles remained close to the 

release position and in the remaining model scenarios particles were transported into 

the Southern Bight.  

Particles released in the HeT6 scenario were always - with all models - transported to 

the east (Fig. 5). In comparison to 1998, 2002 and 2005 the transport distance was 

lower in 1996 as described earlier for the ensemble result (Fig. 3). In all years, except 

1996 (Fig. 5a), particles from the TELEMAC-PELETS (purple, Fig. 5 b-d), MARS3D 

(blue, Fig. 5 b-d) and HAMSOM3 (cyan, Figure 5 b-d) models were transported east 

or southeast whereas in the remaining models particles were transported to the 

northeast.  

Particles released in the German Bight in scenario SoT7 (Fig. 6) were not transported 

as far as in the PlT2 (Fig. 4) or HeT6 (Fig. 5) scenarios and remained close to the 

release location. Due to the generally lower transport distances in this scenario the 

inter-model variability was also lower. Highest transport rates were calculated with the 

ECOSMO model in 1996, 1998 and 2005 (light green, Fig 6abd), lowest with the 

TELEMAC- (purple Fig. 6) and TRIM-PELETS (red, Fig. 6) model. 

 

3.3. Boxplots of longitude, latitude and mean temperature 

Boxplots of all end positions separated by longitude and latitude, and of all averaged 

temperatures are shown in Fig. 7. Deviations of each model from the observed median 

of all models are provided in Fig. 8. While the first figure allowed for a comparison of 
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the year-to-year and scenario variability the second helps to identify e.g. whether one 

model always provided higher or lower temperatures or whether currents were always 

stronger in one model than in the others. Fig. 7 only included the three focus scenarios 

PlT2, HeT6 and SoT7 whereas Fig. 8 includeed all scenarios.    

In scenario PlT2 particles were transported about 1.5 to 3° eastwards and 1 to 6° 

northwards (Figure 7). The median longitude (red horizontal line) was 1.8° E and the 

median latitude 51°N and about 4°E and 53°N in 2005 and 2002, respectively. Average 

temperatures experienced by particles during their entire drift displayed interannual 

differences. Lowest temperatures were experienced by particles in 1996 with 5.2°C in 

contrast to 1998 with 7.8°C.  

Comparable to PlT2, highest displacements in the HeT6 scenario were observed in 

2002. The remaining years did not show strong differences with the exception of the 

longitudinal end-positions in the 1996-HeT6 scenario, which were at about 2°E in 

comparison to 4.5°E in the corresponding 1998 and 2005 scenarios. Temperatures in 

the HeT6 scenarios varied between the models and lowest temperatures experienced 

particles in the ECOSMO and NORWECOM model, highest in the DELFT3D and 

HAMSOM models.  

In the SoT7 scenario, independent of the year and the model, almost no displacement 

of particles was observed longitudinally. The median latitude was about 55°N in 1996, 

1998 and 2005 and 55.5°N in 2002. Lower temperatures were determined in 1996 

(11°C) and 2005 (12°C) than in 1998 (13.5°C) and 2002 (14°C). 

Particles experienced significant lower (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p < 0.01) 

temperatures in the BSHcmod-PELETS model (Fig. 8) in comparison to the median 

temperatures provided by all models (for each year and scenario). Significant higher 

temperatures were obtained from all HAMSOM derived models (ECH, H20, H03, HAP) 

and LARVAE&CO. When comparing the deviations of the particle longitudes and 

latitudes from the median longitudes and latitudes a stronger displacement of particles 

to the south west, in the MARS3D model, and towards the north east, in the 

NORWECOM model, was observed (Figure 8). In nearly all cases the deviation 

obtained from one model for all years but one scenario were comparable, meaning if 

for example GETM results for HeT1 predicted a stronger transport towards the east in 

1996  (compared to the median of all models used for HeT1 1996), then this was also 

the case for 1998, 2002 and 2005.          
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3.4. Cluster analysis 

Based upon the kernel parameters a cluster analysis was conducted. Three main 

groups of related models were identified (see Table 1). One was formed by TRIM-

PELETS and TELEMAC-PELETS together with NORWECOM, ECOSMO and 

LARVAE&CO, the second by HAMSOM (3km, 20km, PELETS), ECOHAM, BSHcmod-

PELETS, DELFT3D and GETM and the third by MARS3D, respectively. The OCM-

LDMs of the first group used similar spatial resolutions of 10 km and less and time 

steps of 1 hour or less. Most of the models of the second group were offline coupled 

to the OCMs and most used nested grid structures or grids where grid points were 

more than 10 km apart. The second group also used, with the exception of GETM, 

fixed horizontal diffusion parameters. The third group only contained the MARS3D 

model which has a different spatial domain than the remaining models but used a high 

spatio-temporal resolution.     

 

3.5. Connectivity to the plaice box and wind parks 

The fraction of particles released in the plaice and sole scenarios and ending up in the 

coastal protection area (“plaice box”) varied for the different release locations (Fig. 9) 

between 0 and 100%. Focusing on sole, first no particles (besides NOR) reached the 

plaice box if they were released on T1 or T2. If they were released on T3 and T4 the 

median fraction reaching the plaice box was 0% (1996 and 2005) 12-15% (1998) and 

20-25% (2002), respectively. For T7 median fractions of particles in the plaice box 

were >75%.  Particles released in the plaice scenarios reached the plaice box also for 

T1 and T2 (except for 2005), although median fractions were low (0 to 20%). From T6 

no particles (except for MAR simulations) reached the plaice box indicating a generally 

low connectivity between the British and the continental coast for plaice larvae. For T7 

connectivity was generally high (>75%) comparable to the sole scenarios.  

Herring released on T1, T2 or T6 always reached North Sea wind park areas (Fig. 10). 

In 2005 where the transport of water through the English Channel into the North Sea 

was lower in comparison to 1996, 1998 or 2002, the fraction of particles ending in wind 

parks was lower (median of all models 0%). 
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While median fractions determined with all models varied between the years even 

stronger inter-model variations were determined. While for SoT4 for example 

ECOSMO predicted 75% of all particles to be located in the plaice box it was only 5% 

for the MARS3D model (Fig. 9, left). Comparable differences were obtained for the 

other models and scenarios as well.  

 

4. DISCUSSION 

4.1. General considerations 

A process often addressed when dealing with ocean circulation models and 

Lagrangian drift modules (OCMs-LDMs) is the transport of matter with ocean currents. 

The multitude of factors that influence the exchange and flow of water masses as well 

as the involvement of unresolved small-scale processes makes it difficult to give a 

measure of certainty or an error range. It is not always possible to compare model 

transport rates or current velocities at a single position with field measurements as 

spatio-temporal scales do not always match and time series are rather short (days to 

week) in relation to the time series generated by the models (years to decades). One 

way to determine uncertainty or to provide ranges of expected variability is the analysis 

of ensemble results and model comparisons as done in this study.  

There is generally a trade off when considering all factors and features of a large and 

complex system like e.g. the North Sea. If models represent observations reasonably 

well on a large scale they might still fail on a small scale, which has been shown e.g. 

for global climate models that explain well global climate but might not be able to 

reproduce features on the regional scale (Giorgi and Franscisco, 2000; Murphy et al., 

2004; Wang, 2005; van Ulden and Oldenborgh, 2006).  

The evaluation of larger scale patterns potentially hides minor uncertainties that - when 

considering the whole system - might not be of large importance, but are of higher 

relevance when addressing smaller scale questions. In particular for Lagrangian drift 

studies the dependency on small scale features is of importance and since drift models 

use the output of OCMs as input already small uncertainties included each time step 

will sum up over time and will become relevant. Notably due to slightly different vertical 
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displacements particles may enter very different drift regimes leading to strongly 

diverging particle trajectories (König and Schrum, 1997). 

Intra-model variability can be addressed to a certain degree by running a model with 

different settings or by creating different scenarios as done for example by Hugget et 

al. (2003). In contrast to this, the aforementioned scale related uncertainty can only be 

addressed using high resolution field data to detect where the model deviates from the 

reality. If such data are not available one general attempt is the analysis of ensemble 

runs and intermodel comparisons as for example done in the context of the IPCC 

climate forecasts. Field data often address/resolve different scales and studies using 

inert particles/drifters are scarce. In this study we used model ensemble runs and 

model comparisons to identify and enumerate model uncertainty and to get first rough 

insights into the transport patterns of fish larvae. As no behavior was included these 

results can so far only provide the general direction of transport. However, earlier 

studies showed that when including behavior these routes can be altered significantly 

(Fox et al., 2006; Fiksen et al., 2007; Vikebø et al., 2007; Bolle et al., 2009). Neglecting 

behavior in the models makes the biological representativeness of the results arguable 

as especially vertical migration in stratified water bodies and tidally and seasonally 

changing current fields lead to differences in the drift trajectories (see for example de 

Graaf et al., 2004; Fox et al., 2006; Bolle et al., 2009; Savina et al., 2010).  

One motivation for this study arose from modeling studies dealing with plaice. In those 

studies Bolle et al. (2009) and Hufnagl et al. (2013) found only low transport rates from 

a known spawning area (T5) to the coastal nurseries. This raised the question if this 

was 1) model dependent, 2) real or 3) if some basic behavior was missing in the 

models. A large fraction of the PlT5 transect crosses this plaice spawning area that is 

located south of Dogger Bank (Harding et al. 1978, Taylor et al., 2007). In all PlT5 

scenarios and whatever model was used, only a low fraction of larvae that started in 

that area reached the coast (a median of about 10% reaching the plaice box) where 

the nurseries of plaice are located (Zijlstra, 1972; van der Veer, 1986). This general 

finding of low transport success therefore indicates that the low connectivity between 

the spawning area and the nursery is not a model related result as all models predicted 

it. This suggests that the fraction of larvae reaching the nursery was real or that, and 

based upon the known specific behavior of plaice this is more realistic, some basic 

understanding in the plaice early life stage behavior e.g. tidally cued vertical migration 
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(e.g. Fox et al., 2006), is missing. Conclusions drawn from the connectivity analysis 

presented here need to be interpreted very carefully, as it should be done for all drift 

studies that treat larvae of any kind (benthos, fish) as passive particle.   

We observed high inter-model, inter-scenario and interannual variability. In some 

cases the variability resulting from using different models (e.g. in the same scenario 

and year) was higher than the variability determined between the years, so intermodel 

variability exceeded interannual variability. This high variability becomes of an issue if 

one is interested in the “real” (absolute) final particle position. It is less of an issue if 

interannual trends (time series, trends) shall be analyzed, e.g whether the fraction 

transported eastward is higher in one year than in the other. Here we tested four 

different years so stating conclusions related to a time series is only vaguely possible. 

When we compared the deviation of single models from the whole ensemble mean it 

became obvious that in general those models that showed lower transport rates or 

temperatures in one year, or a general transport of particles into one direction, also 

performed similar in other years and scenarios. For example particles were transported 

with the BSHcmod, NORWECOM or TRIM forcing deeper into the North Sea (all years) 

while those with MARS3D or TELEMAC showed lower transport rates. For particles 

released in the German Bight highest transport distances were obtained with the 

ECOSMO model. 

Based on the findings it can thus be concluded that analyzing time series using only 

one model will lead to a systematic bias in absolute values but provide reasonable 

results on a relative scale, which should be considered in future studies.  

In a regional model of the Barents Sea, the magnitude of the flow is determined by the 

large-scale sea level gradient between the different open boundaries (Harms et al., 

2005), a quantity which depends on the properties of the larger scale models providing 

boundary conditions. The North Sea is mainly determined by the inflow through the 

northern boundary and the wind field, but the flow through the English Channel and 

the connection to the Skagerrak can be of local importance as well. In addition, volume 

fluxes between the North Sea and Baltic Sea occur, with the Baltic Sea buffering these 

volumes on time scales of weeks and even months (e.g. Janssen et al., 2001). These 

water volumes have a strong influence on the salinity in the Skagerrak and might 

occasionally change the circulation in the northeastern North Sea. Model performance 

might be sensitive to the way the open boundary to the Baltic Sea is treated. Moreover, 
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the model setup, whether it is barotropic (neglecting baroclinic pressure gradients for 

the flow field), diagnostic baroclinic (using a frozen density field) or baroclinic 

prognostic (time dependent temperature and salinity, forced by realistic freshwater and 

heat fluxes) are important for a realistic flow field (e.g. Langenberg and Pohlmann, 

1994). 

Generally, the results are mixed and in all three clusters comparable parameters can 

be found. 2D and 3D models occur together in a cluster and models with comparable 

atmospheric forcing and boundary conditions occur in different clusters. The used 

spatial domains and the model focus regions partly explain the differences between 

the models. The two main groups determined during the clustering mainly differ in their 

spatial and temporal resolution and the way diffusion is included. This is not true for all 

models but generally the models with a grid resolution of 10 km from one group. 

Concerning the time step the pattern is less clear. TRIM-PELETS, TELEMAC-

PELETS, NORWECOM, LARVAE & CO and ECOSMO use a LDM time step of 1h or 

less and they form one larger cluster of models. The other cluster contains HAMSOM 

with a 1h (HAMSOM-PELETS) and 24h time steps, GETM with 45 min and BSHcmod-

PELETS and DELFT3D with 15 min time steps. Also the ECOSMO, BSHcmod together 

with the TRIM models are the only models that also included the Baltic Sea. The latter 

was in all other models either treated as a big river or was simulated using a 

climatological forcing. Due to the close proximity of the German Bight to the Skagerrak 

(the connection between the North and Baltic Sea) this dynamic modelling of the water 

exchange will influence the transport rates. Although for SoT7 in 1996, 1998 and 2005 

the particle positions predicted by ECOSMO were located the furthest north it could be 

that these transport rates are more realistic due to the dynamic link between North and 

Baltic Seas. Four of the seven transects studied here were located in the English 

Channel which often forms the south western, or, as in the case of the MARS3D model 

with transects located within the North Sea, the north eastern boundary of the model 

system. Thus, these scenarios were sensitive to the flow, which is set and determined 

by the boundary settings. Although unlikely but following the argumentation line before 

for the North and Baltic Seas it could again be that the transport distance by MARS3D, 

which is in some cases opposite to the other models, is more realistic as the flow 

outside the North Sea was calculated with a higher spatial resolution.  
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Other issues, which significantly influence the models performance and contribute to 

inter-model variability and uncertainty are the parameterization of turbulence, the 

model resolution (both, horizontally and vertically), the atmospheric and riverine forcing 

data and the numbers and selections of tidal constituents (Proctor, 1997; Delhez et al., 

2004). Moreover also numerical schemes implemented (e.g. the advection scheme) 

contribute significantly to the performance of the models (e.g. Barthel et al., 2012). 

In most cases it is not known what the “real” conditions are since good validation data 

for the comparison of drift rates are rare and only sporadically available (Bartsch, 1993; 

Svendsen et al., 1990; Mittelstaed and Soetje, 1982). Single buoys have been released 

and followed in the field, which can be used as e.g. shown by König and Schrum (1997) 

or Tiessen et al. (2014), but only to a certain extent. Other potential tracers such as 

larvae, zooplankton and chlorophyll as well as nutrients like nitrogen undergo natural 

production/degradation processes and are therefore of limited value. More inert 

substances like Rhodamin can be applied as shown by Langenberg and Pohlmann 

(1994) and Schrum (similar field data but using ECOSMO, unpublished).   

Generally buoys or drifters released in the field are either mainly influenced by the 

surface currents (and therefore the wind forcing and not the hydrodynamic model) or 

the number of buoys followed is simply too low to even cover the variability in the field 

and to obtain representative patterns. Real drifters released in close proximity in the 

field will therefore follow different routes (Dooley, 1974; Hill et al., 1993) due to small 

scale effects like eddies (Booth and Meldrum, 1987), fronts or turbulence which are 

often not fully resolved by the models. Drift modelers circumvent this issue by including 

random noise in their models (e.g. diffusive random displacement following Visser 

(1997) or random walks as proposed e.g. by Daewel et al. (2008) and by running a 

large number of particles, which then provides probabilities where the real location 

could have been.  

4.2. Model comparison 

For each scenario analyzed in this study we observed partly strong variations between 

the final positions or the fractions that ended in the plaice box or designated wind park 

areas. Additionally inter-model variability was comparable to the observed interannual 

variability. First of all the years chosen were restricted by the availability of the model 

outputs (1995-2005) and therefore interannual variability was not as high as it would 

be expected from a long-term time series. Although the selected years differed 
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concerning NAO and temperature regimes, larger differences between years have 

been observed e.g. for the period 1970 to 2013 (http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov). 

Second, the fact that each model covers the North Sea and aims at explaining the 

same processes (i.e. transport processes), does not mean that they all have been 

developed for the same purpose and/or use the same underlying assumptions. 

Additionally, the regional focus was different as e.g. MARS3D mainly focuses on the 

Bay of Biscay and the North Sea is mainly a boundary, DELFT3D focusses mainly on 

the Dutch coast, HAMSOM3 covers the North Sea north of 51°, BSHcmod and 

ECOSMO include the transition between North and Baltic Sea and the first is used for 

operational short term tide and current forecasts, NORWECOM focuses on the 

Norwegian coast and GETM has been developed based upon a general 

oceanographic model framework adjusted to the southern North Sea conditions 

comparable to LARVAE&CO. 

No statement can be given on which model is generally right or wrong but we can state 

how different models behave in comparison to others in a certain region. The high 

complexity, the different model setups, resolutions and forcing data make it also 

difficult to pinpoint which factors mainly contributed to the inter-model variability, which 

is in line with earlier studies that used larger resources and spent more effort on 

identifying the “why are models different” question (Delhez et al., 2004). However, 

three major factors that might play an important role are: 1) the model resolution, 2) 

the forcing data and 3) the boundary condition and the distance from the boundary.  

Differences of up to 1.5 degree in mean particle end position  originated from using 2D 

(vertically averaged or full 2D) or 3D approaches as illustrated by the HAMSOM-

PELETS and the HAMSOM20 outputs which were based on the same hydrodynamic 

3D model but use different LDMs. These differences are smaller than the maximum 

differences in particle end position between the different models, but taking into 

account that the drift simulation results actually arose from the same hydrodynamic 

model simulation, these could be considered substantial. Changes in the vertical drift 

position can lead to considerably different particle trajectories (König and Schrum, 

1997) and it is known from field observations and model results that current vectors in 

the southern North Sea show substantial vertical rotation (Backhaus, 1980; König et 

al., 1993; Schrum, 1997), resulting in different current directions in climatic average, 

even in well mixed winter conditions (Schrum und Siegismund, 2003) It was earlier 
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shown that  including vertical migration behavior in drift models resulted in similar 

differences in particle position and drift trajectories in other regions (Fox et al., 2006; 

Fiksen et al., 2007; Vikebø et al., 2007; Bolle et al., 2009; Savina et al., 2010).  

Another factor contributing to inter-model variability is the atmospheric forcing (Proctor 

1997) and those with similar forcing grouped together. Even small differences within 

this factor might have played a role as e.g. connectivity patterns were comparable for 

the NCAR/NCEP driven models (ECOSMO, ECOHAM and HAMSOM) although they 

were different for the TRIM model that used CoastDat forcing nested into 

NCAR/NCEP. This might be due to the close relation of the ECOSMO, ECOHAM and 

HAMSOM models since all three models have a similar “root” model described by 

Backhaus (1985). Based on this model the ECOSMO (Schrum and Backhaus, 1999) 

and the HAMSOM3 (Pohlmann 1996, 2006) models were developed. Their main 

difference e.g. sea ice, light transmission and advection scheme (Barthel et al., 2012) 

are described in the supplementary material.  

MARS3D forms a separate cluster in the cluster analysis. One reason could be the 

proximity of the study area to the boundary but a final conclusion cannot be drawn from 

the present analysis.   

4.3. Consequences for ecological modelling studies 

Although growth, mortality or behavior was not explicitly considered here, the results 

provide insights into general drift patterns and hydrodynamic impacts on early life 

stages of different fish species. Additionally, the study indicates areas where none of 

the passively drifting particles ended, which represents areas of generally lower 

connectivity to spawning areas. For example, the eastern North Sea (T7) was not 

connected to the UK coast and particles were generally retained in the German Bight, 

whereas particles released in the western part of the North Sea (T6) were able to 

potentially reach all North Sea areas shallower than 50m. Already based on these 

dispersion patterns it can be assumed that species using these different habitats follow 

different life history strategies. Herring nurseries are located in shallow areas of the 

southern North Sea (Corten, 2013) and thus in far distance from the spawning areas. 

Herring would thus benefit from high dispersal. Sole nurseries (shallow coastal areas) 

and spawning areas largely overlap and sole would thus benefit from retention. 

Additionally, particle released in the Southern Bight and the Eastern English Channel 

mainly ended on the Belgian and Dutch coast (e.g. with plaice recruitment) whereas 
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particles form the German Bight only drifted towards the northern German and Danish 

coast. These findings are in line with tagging studies and previous findings about the 

general circulation of the North Sea (e.g., Hainbucher et al., 1987) or model studies on 

sandeel in the same area (Christensen et al., 2008). The plaice scenarios further 

indicate that the fraction of larvae that reach the Baltic Sea or the Skagerrak is limited 

which is in line with recent management plans that propose to separate the North Sea 

and the Skagerrak population due to spatial separation (Ulrich et al., 2013). 

Although scenarios PlT1/T2 used  the same transects as SoT1/T2, connectivity with 

the plaice box differed for the two species. The shorter development times of sole 

which spawn in late spring and early summer, led to a case where the majority of 

particles reached the southern UK coast in contrast to “plaice” particles that mainly 

reached the continental coast. This indicates that not only the spawning area but to a 

large extent also the spawning time (see also Edwards et al., 2007; Huret et al., 2010) 

and correspondingly longer drift duration (Shanks, 2009; Daewel et al., 2011b) 

influence connectivity. While connectivity of plaice spawning areas to the plaice box 

was observed in all scenarios beside T6, the connectivity in sole scenarios was not 

given for T1 and T2 indicating that spatial management based on defining conservation 

areas needs to be species specific. 

Herring larval survival is not determined by the fraction of juveniles that reach a suitable 

nursery, as it is the case for sole and plaice, but is more related to the winter conditions 

(Payne et al., 2009; Alvarez-Fernandez et al., 2015). Conserving special nursery areas 

is therefore not a practicable management option to increase stock size. Nevertheless, 

if wind park areas would represent islands of higher productivity as e.g. assumed by 

Linley et al., (2007) the rate of transport into these areas might potentially influence 

survival either positively through increased prey availability or negatively through 

increased predation. The distribution pattern created here and based upon the 

ensemble approach indicated that herring originating from Downs (T1, T2) will, if no 

behavior is assumed and only passive drift is considered, mainly be transported across 

Dutch and German wind parks and might seldom be found North of 51°. This is in line 

with management and survey assumptions where larvae and juveniles caught in the 

Southern Bight are treated as Downs larvae (ICES HAWG, 2016) although within 

single years there could a substantial fraction also be transported into the Skagerrak 

area as observed in 2016. According to the transects chosen here and in line with 
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studies that examined particles released in the whole spawning area (Hufnagl et  al., 

2015) only a low fraction of Banks herring larvae (T6) will reach areas south of 51°; 

however, these larvae have the potential to become distributed over the whole 

southern North Sea. Of all larvae released in the Downs and the Banks area in our 

simulations about 1 out of 20 to 1 out of 10 particles representing herring  were located 

within a wind park area in February.  

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Several North Sea drift models have been compared to address variability and 

resulting uncertainty, and differences between the different models have been 

observed that were often higher than the interannual differences of the median of all 

models. LDMs become more and more used in the definition and evaluation of marine 

protected areas where they are used to determine larval exchange or to enumerate 

the risk of the MPA to be exposed to toxic substance (oil, litter, produced water) 

released in remote places. So far studies that validate LDMs and connectivity 

simulations are scarce but due to their nature LDMs integrate errors of the OCMs in 

each time step and high variability can be expected as also shown in this study with 

the difference that it is now possible to identify the level of uncertainty. The results 

suggest that individual models might deviate from the ensemble mean but that 

generally this bias is systematic and not random. Using model results to analyze e.g. 

trends in time series or to make predictions whether connectivity increases or 

decreases might thus be valid while fully relying on absolute outputs might significantly 

bias the drawn conclusions. In climate simulations (e.g. www.IPCC.ch) ensemble runs 

are assumed to be closer to the reality than single models, but as we have no validation 

test case for our simulation this assumption cannot be underlined or rejected here. 

However, the analysis done here relating each model to the median behavior of other 

models helps illustrate the range and deviation of single models in individual areas. 

Grading models according to their accuracy was not possible. However, the observed 

variability between the models shows the urge for more field data that can be applied 

for this purpose.  
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FIGURES 

 

Figure 1: Left: Spawning areas of plaice (yellow), sole (red), overlapping areas (orange) and 

herring (green line) in the southern North Sea. Black lines indicate transects T1- 

T7 defined in Table 2. Right: Location of the plaice box (red) and planned, 

authorized or fully commissioned wind park areas (blue) in the North Sea.  

Figure 2: Domains of the ocean circulation models (OCMs) used in this study. For more 

details of nested models, see Table 1 and supplementary. Insert shows an overlay 

of the different domains. Darker areas were covered by more models than light 

grey areas. 

Figure 3:  Combined particle distributions from all models used. Panels were sorted by year 

(from left to right) and scenario (top to bottom). Drifters of all vertical layers were 

summed up for any 0.1° x 0.1° grid pixel. Panel (b) HeT6-1996, (e) HeT6-1998 , 

(h) HeT6-2002, (k) HeT6-2005, (a) PlT2-1996, (d) PlT2-1998, (g) PlT2-2002, (c) 

SoT7-2005, (f) SoT7-1996, (i) SoT7-1998, (l) SoT7-2002, (l) PlT2-2005 Yellow 

areas refer to areas of highest particle densities dark blue to areas where only few 

particles ended. White areas were not reached by any particle. Yellow-white lines 

indicate transects from which particles were started in the different scenarios. Red 

areas indicate wind parks and the plaice box (see also Figure 1). White dots with 

red and black margins represent end location of the center of mass. 

Figure 4: Start and mean end particle position obtained from all models used for the scenario 

PlT2 (Plaice Transect 2) and the years 1996, 1998, 2002 and 2005. The graphs 

show for each model the center of gravity of all particles. The black dashed line 

indicates the start transect. 

Figure 5: Start and mean end particle position obtained from all models used for the scenario 

HeT6 (Herring Transect 6) and the years 1996, 1998, 2002 and 2005. The graphs 

show for each model the center of gravity of all particles. The black dashed line 

indicates the start transect. 

Figure 6: Start and mean end particle position obtained from all models used for the scenario 

SoT7 (Sole Transect 7) and the years 1996, 1998, 2002 and 2005. The graphs 

show for each model the center of gravity of all particles. The black dashed line 

indicates the start transect. 

Figure 7: Boxplots based on the 50 000 particles used per scenario. Shown are final 

longitude (upper row), final latitude (middle row) and experienced temperature 

(lower row). Three selected scenarios were presented: PlT2 (Eastern English 
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Channel plaice, left column), HeT6 (Banks herring, middle column) and SoT7 

(German Bight sole, right panel). Boxplots are grouped (separated by the vertical 

black lines) by the years 1996, 1998, 2002 and 2005. Horizontal black lines in the 

higher two rows indicate the mean start location for the scenario. Long red 

horizontal lines indicate the overall final median position (all particles of all models) 

for the respective scenario and year. Boxes of the boxplots were defined as the 5, 

25, 75 and 95 percentiles, outliers were not shown. The acronyms refer to the used 

models: BSP: BSHcmod-PELETS, DEL: DELFT3D, ECH: ECOHAM, ECS: 

ECOSMO, GET: GETM, HAP: HAMSOM-PELETS, H20: HAMSOM20km, H03: 

HAMSOM3km, LAR: LARVAE&CO, MAR: MARS3D, NOR: NORWECOM, TEP: 

TELEMAC-PELETS, TRP: TRIM-PELETS.  

Figure 8: Deviation of temperatures (experienced by particles during the drift), end longitude 

and latitude by scenario and model in relation to the ensemble median. Boxplots 

were based on all scenarios simulated with one model.   

Figure 9: Dendrogram (Ward analysis based on Euclidian distances) comparing the relation 

between models based on the 12 kernel parameters obtained from each scenario.  

Figure 10: Fraction of particles representing sole (left) and plaice (right column) that ended 

inside the plaice box at the end of each scenario. Each color represents one model, 

model abbreviations as in Figure 7. Boxplots were determined based on all models 

used in the respective year and scenario. Crosses indicate missing values (cases 

where the model could not be applied).   

Figure 11: Fraction of particles representing herring that ended inside a wind park at the end 

of each scenario. Each color represents one model, model abbreviations as in 

Figure 7. Boxplots were determined based on all models used in the respective 

year and scenario. Crosses indicate missing values (cases where the model could 

not be applied). 
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TABLES 

Table 1: Overview of general model settings. Columns from left to right: 1. Name of the model system. PELETS is the name of the Lagrangian Drift 

Module (LDM) and therefore appears more often. 2. 3D or 2D approach of the LDMs 3. Settings and forcing at the open boundaries 4. 

Description whether the LDM is using output of the Ocean Circulation Model (OCM) or whether it was coupled on-line. 4. Horizontal 

resolution of the OCMs. Some models use geographic coordinates, some have curvilinear grids and some are nested. As a general and 

easear to handle resolution unit, km were indicated, however, these are often just average values. 5. Vertical resolution. 6. Temporal 

resolution of the LDMs. 7. Inclusion of horizontal diffusion and if so which value. 8. Key references for the OCMs and the LDMs describing 

the structure and the used settings in detail. TE: TELEMAC, TR: TRIM, NO: NORWECOM, HA: HAMSOM, BSH: BSHcmod. 

 
BSH-PELETS

HAMSOM20

HA-PELETS

ECOHAM

DELFT3D

HAMSOM3

GETM

ECOSMO

LARVAE&CO

NORWECOM

TE-PELETS

TR-PELETS

MARS3D

number of 

dimension 

Atmospheric 

forcing OCM

Boundary 

conditisons OCM 

(forcing)

On-line 

coupling 

OCM-LDM

spatial 

resolution in 

the OCM 

(approcimate 

distance in km)

Vertical resolution Temporal 

resolution 

used in 

LDM 

Hor. diffusion 

[m² s-1] used in 

LDM

Key references 

for OCM and LDM 

and validation 

studies

3D
ARPEGE Météo 

France

MARS2D for elevation, 

OGCM for current and T,S
Yes 4 km 30 s layers <2 min Not used

Lazure and Dumas 

2008;Huret et al., 2010

OCM3D but 

drift uses 2D

coastDat, nested 

into NCAR, NCEP
astronomical tides No

nested 

(12.8km/6.4km/

2D LDM based on 

vertically averaged flow
1 h

30/12/5/2 (depending 

on grid resolution)

Casulli and Stelling 

1998; Callies et al., 

2011

2D
coastDat, nested 

into NCAR, NCEP

astronomical tides plus 

f iltered surge levels at 

Aberdeen

No
variable, 

unstructured grid 
2D 1 h

depending on local 

grid resolution

Hervouet and van 

Haren 1996;Callies et 

al., 2011

3D
ECMWF-

reanalysis

monthly climatologies 

(Martinsen et al.,1992)
No 10 km 20 s layers <1 h Variable

Skogen and Søiland 

1998

3D UK Met off ice 2D CSM Yes

5’ X 2.5’ (~ 5 km) in 

longitudinal and 

meridional direction

20 s layers 10 min Not used 
Savina et al., 2010; 

Lacroix et al., 2016

3D NCAR/NCEP HAMSOM shelf model Yes

6 nautical miles 

(about 10 km), 

spherical grid

20 layers, z-level 20 min No

Schrum and Backhaus. 

1999;Janssen et al., 

2001; Daew el et al., 

2008

3D
ECMWF-

reanalysis
Global Inverse Tide Model No

6 nautical miles 

(about 10 km)
26 sigma layers 45 min No

Burchard and Bolding 

2002

3D NCAR, NCEP see above No

2.5’ X 1.5’ (~ 20 km) 

in longitudinal and 

meridional direction

30 layers, z-level 24 h 50

Pohlmann 

2006,Hufnagl et al., 

2013, 2014

3D HIRLAM, KNMI Astronomical No 3km-25km 12 sigma-layers 15 min no
Lesser et al., 2004; 

Postma et al., 2013

3D NCAR, NCEP
Levitus climat. T, S astron. 

M2 tides
No 20 km 24 layers, z-level 24 h 50

Pätsch and Kühn 2008, 

Lorow ski et al., 2012

OCM3D but 

drift uses 2D
NCAR, NCEP see above No

12’ X 20’ (~ 20 km) in 

longitudinal and 

meridional direction

2D LDM based on 

vertically averaged flow
1 h 54

Backhaus 1985; Callies 

et al., 2011

3D NCAR, NCEP
HAMSOM shelf model for 

the entire NW Europ. Shelf
No

12’ X 20’ (~ 20 km) in 

longitudinal and 

meridional direction

19 layers, z-level 24 h 50 Backhaus 1985

OCM3D but 

drift uses 2D
DWD, LME

astronomical tides plus 

surges from barotropic 

North East Atlantic model

No nested (11km/1.8km)
2D LDM based on 

vertically averaged flow
15 min

24/2 (depending on 

grid resolution

Dick et al., 2001,Callies 

et al., 2011
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Table 2:  Start and end points of transects tracer particles were initialized on. The acronyms Fr, UK, B and Ger represent the first “dry” (land) point 

in each hydrodynamic model at the French, United Kingdom, Belgian and German coast, respectively. 

Transect Start End 

T1:  1.0°W / 50.4°N  Fr / 50.4°N  

T2:  1.0°E / Fr 1.0°E / UK 

T3:  UK / 52.0°N  Nl / 52.0°N 

T4:  3.0°E / B  3.0°E / 52.5°N 

T5:  UK / 54.0°N  Ger / 54.0°N 

T6:  0.7°E / UK 0.7°E / 55.0°N 

T7:  7.7°E / Ger 7.7°E / 55.0°N  
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Table 3:  Scenario acronyms and species which the scenario is based. T1-T7 represent the different transects used in the scenario (Table 2, Figure 

2). the last for columns are the start and end dates (calendar days and dates) used in the different scenarios mimicking the different species 

(herring, plaice, sole). 

Scenario Species  Transect Start day Start Date End day End Date 

HeT6 Herring T6 257 (year 

before)  

Sep 15th  37 Feb 7th  

HeT1 Herring T1 1 Jan 1st  75 Mar 17th  

HeT2 Herring  T2 1 Jan 1st 75 Mar 17th 

PlT1 Plaice T1 1 Jan 1st 90 Apr 1st  

PlT2 Plaice  T2 1 Jan 1st 90 Apr 1st  

PlT3 Plaice T3 45 Feb15th 135 May 16th  

PlT4 Plaice T4 45 Feb15th 135 May 16th  

PlT5 Plaice T5 73 Mar 15th 163 Jun 13th  

PlT6 Plaice T6 73 Mar 15th 163 Jun 13th  

PlT7 Plaice T7 73 Mar 15th 163 Jun 13th  

SoT1 Sole T1 104 Apr 15th 164 Jun 14th  

SoT2 Sole T2 104 Apr 15th 164 Jun 14th  

SoT3 Sole T3 119 Apr 30th 179 Jun 29th  

SoT4 Sole T4 119 Apr 30th 179 Jun 29th  

SoT7 Sole T7 134 May 15th 194 Jul 7th  
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